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PREFACE 

 

Microcontrollers have a great role in the Industry 4.0 industrial revolution. Many process operations are 

carried out under microcontroller control. It is important for our students to understand and learn about 

microcontrollers. One of the biggest needs of our students in this regard is the need for applied source books 

suitable for technical education. 

As the IQinDIGIT KA202 project team, this booklet has been created to meet this need of our students. This 

booklet will guide our students and they will realize their shortcomings in order to improve themselves. This 

booklet is based on the PIC microcontroller from MicroChip. Other microcontrollers can also be adapted. 

MikroC software language belonging to MikroElektronika company has been chosen for programming the 

microcontroller. Circuit applications can be built on a bread-board or simulated in the Proteus program of 

Labcenter. Thus, all experiments can be done in the computer environment and can be seen as a contribution 

to the Digital Transformation in the Education system. 

We are happy to share the knowledge and experience of the teachers who came together for the Erasmus+ 

project KA202 - Increasing Digital Qualification in the Digital Transformation- Industry4.0. We hope that the 

book will be useful to all technical staff. 

 

 

 

 

 

“Funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union. However, European Commission and 

Turkish National Agency cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information 

contained therein” 
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MikroC 
 
MikroC 
 
MikroC programming language library is the richest programming. Also, it has outstanding features such as; 
 
- C based, 
- Command structure is easy, convenient and flexible, 
- Hosting the software required for the microcontroller programmer, 
- Presenting sample circuit diagrams and program codes in almost every subject, 
- Providing easy and flexible access to microcontroller hardware. 
 
Make sure, even a user who has no knowledge of PIC programming can become a good PIC programmer by 
examining the examples given in the MikroC library. Most of the applications given in this book have been 
made using the MikroC library. MikroC Pro and Proteus programs are sufficient to apply all these examples in 
digital environment. 
 
You can download MikroC PRO for PIC microprocessors from www.mikroe.com/mikroc-pic to your computer. 
You can also download the Proteus program from the www.labcenter.com/simulation website to make circuit 
simulations with the relevant microcontroller. 
 

Spelling Rules 

MikroC language has its own spelling rules.  The MikroC compiler will occur an error when these rules are 
violated. These rules;  
 

 Keywords reserved by MikroC cannot be used by the user. Such as; 
       asm, code, switch, static, operator. 
 

 Explanations should be written after the “//” sign.  E.g. 
       //Erasmus+ KA202 Project 
 

 When naming variables, constants, and functions, all letters of the English alphabet (upper or lower 
case), numbers, “_”, can be used. However, the first character of the specified name must be either a 
letter or "_". MikroC is case sensitive. 

       Total3, Fuse, temp_t1, _user 
 

 Integers can be written in decimal, hexadecimal, binary, or octal number systems.  The hexadecimal 
number system must begin with “0x”, the binary number system “0b”, and the octal number system 
“0”. We do not need to write an expression for the decimal number system. The decimal part in 
decimal numbers continues with “.”. 

       0xFE, 0b1101, 0131, -1.35 
 

 Character expressions are written in single quotes. String expressions are enclosed in double quotes. 
       'b', 'M', "Hello World" 

 
 Characters that are not directly typed on the screen, but have display-related tasks, are called space 

characters. It starts with "\".  
\n goes to the bottom line 

http://www.mikroe.com/mikroc-pic
http://www.labcenter.com/simulation
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Separator signs are used;  
 

[ ] is used to specify the lengths and indices of arrays. 
       char str[9] = “IQinDIGIT”  

 
( ) is used in grouping, comparison statements and function calls in arithmetic operations. 

       top = goods * (qty + price),     if (m == 100) ++y;     fonktop ( ); 
 
{ } indicates the start and end of a code block. 

       if (m == 100) {      } 
 
,   is put between parameters, variable or array elements. 
 
;   is used for termination. It is also used in the description line in assembly codes. 
 
=  is used to assign values to variables or constants. 
 
#  is used to indicate that the action is a compiler action. 

       #include <math.h> 

 
Data types 

Types must be specified when defining variables and constants in the MikroC programming language. The 

const qualifier is used to define a constant. The value of the defined constant remains the same. 

 

const double HP = 0.735;  

 

Expressions that specify arithmetic types are void, char, int, float, and double. Signed and unsigned come 

before these words to indicate that the variable represents a negative or positive number. Also, the words 

short and long indicate the length of the variable. 

 

       Type              Byte                 Limits 

(unsigned) char   1  0…255 

signed char   1  -128…127 

(signed) short (int)  1  -128…127 

unsigned short (int)  1  0…255 

(signed) int   2  -32768…32767 

unsigned (int)   2  0…65535 

(signed) long (int)  4  -2147483648…2147483647 

unsigned long (int)  4  0…4294967295 

float    4  -1.5*1045…+3.4*1038 

double    4  -1.5*1045…+3.4*1038 

long double    4  -1.5*1045…+3.4*1038 
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Operators 

Operators in the same category have the same priority. For operators with the same precedence on the same 

line, the order of operations is from left to right. =  *=  /=  %=  +=  -=  &=  ^=  <<=  >>=, ! ++ -- + - * & (type) 

except sizeof. Unless, of course, there are any parentheses in the line.    

Operators that perform operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication that we use are called 

arithmetic operators.  

Operator Process 

+  Addition 

-  Subtraction  

*  Multiplication 

/  Division 

%  Mode Retrieval 

++  Increase one 

--  Decrease one 

Operators that perform logical comparisons between expressions and return TRUE or FALSE as a result are 

called comparison operators. 

Operator Expression 

==  Equals 

!=  Not equal 

>  Greater than 

<  Less than 

>=  Greater than or equal to 

<=                         Less than or equal to 

The operators used in the process of passing a value to a variable are called assignment operators. The most 

used is the "=" operator. The comparison operator should not be confused with ==. 

Operator Meaning 

=  Basic assignment  

+=  Addition assignment 

-=  Subtraction assignment 

*=  Multiplication assignment 

/=  Division assignment 

%=   Mode assignment 
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Operators that return TRUE or FALSE by making one or more comparisons are called logical operators. 

Operator Meaning 

&&  Logical AND process 

||  Logical OR process 

!  Logical NOT process 

In addition, the << left shift and >> right shift operators are also used a lot. 

Control Statements 

Control statements are structures that compare the values given during the program flow and enable the 

program to be processed according to these values. 

If - Else 

The if-else block makes comparisons. This allows the program to branch based on the result of the comparison. 

                       if (condition) 

                                    Line to run when condition is true  

If can be used alone or together with Else. 

                   if (condition)  { 

                                    Line to run when condition is true 

                   } 

                   else  {  

                                    Line to run when condition is false 

                   } 

Sample:  if ( pos > 0 ) pos --; else pos = 3 ; 

Switch - Case  

The switch statement checks if a statement matches a constant integer and lets the program flow from the 

match. When a match is found, the break command is used to end the control statement. If none of the 

conditions match, the commands in the default statement will be executed.  

 

                   Switch (statements) { 

  case constant0 : expressions ; break; 

case constant1 : expressions ; break; 

case constant2 : expressions ; break;  

   default : expressions ;  

      {  
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Loop Structures 

While writing a program, we need some code to be run more than once. Loop structures are structures used 

for multiple executions of these codes. There are 3 types of loops. 

While 

The while loop executes the loop if the given condition is true. Before entering the loop, the condition is 

checked, if it is TRUE, the loop is executed, if it is FALSE, the loop continues from the next line. 

                  while ( condition expression ) { 

                             command lines to run; 

     } 

Do-While  

The do-while loop is a variation of the while loop. The only difference is that the condition's correctness is done 

at the end of the loop. So even if the condition is false, the loop block is executed once.  

                  do  { 

  command lines to run; 

 

                             }  while ( condition ); 

For  
 
It is the most used loop type. In previous loop types we use a counter variable for the number of loops. We 

constantly check the loop condition by increasing or decreasing this counter. However, this process is quite 

simple in the For loop. 

                            for ( initial value of the counter; condition expression; increment amount of the counter) { 

   command lines to run;  

                                 } 

When a break statement is encountered in a loop, the loop is exited. The continue statement is used to return 

to the beginning of the loop. 

while ( .. ) {    do  {    for ( .. ; .. ; .. ) { 

….     …    … 

….     …    … 

}      while ( .. );   }  

 

Function and Arrays 

Functions are subprogram particles that perform some tasks according to input parameters. If we are going to 

perform an operation more than once in the program, then this operation can be turned into a function, rather 

than rewriting the same codes. So, we can call when we need it. After the operations are done in the function, 
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a value is returned to the main program with the return command. In C, the main program is written inside 

the main() function block. Other functions are used by calling them from within this main program. 

The type the function will return    Name of the function  (parameter list); 

 void main() { 

int temp_change ( int x,   int y ) { 

   … 

   … 

    return … 

  } 

 } 

While defining a function, Void is used in cases where the result of this function cannot be reversed (with 

return). 

               Void pressure_change (char pressure) { 

  Lcd_Out_Cp (“ Pressure : ”); 

  Lcd_Out_Cp (pressure); 

 } 

Arrays are one of the commonly used methods in C language. With arrays, we can store more than one data 

of the same type in a variable array.  

 int array_name [index] = { The elements of the array are written with a comma between them. } 

 unsigned short fuses [9] = { 6, 10, 16, 20, 25, 32, 40, 50, 63 } 

The index value of the first element of arrays is always 0. With fuses[0] we can reach 6, and with fuses[8] we 

can reach 63. 

Preprocessor Commands 

The preprocessor is part of the compilation process. The preprocessor commands are run before starting the 

compilation. Lines starting with the # sign are preprocessor commands. We can add an external file to our 

program using preprocessor commands. The #include command is used for this. We can also define macros 

such as functions and use them in programs using a preprocessor. We use #define preprocessor commands to 

create macros. 

  #include <file_name> 

  #include “built_in.h” 

  #define   servo1     portd.rd0 
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MikroC Compiler and Project Organization 

MikroC Pro compiler is produced by MikroElektronika company. MikroC Pro is not only a compiler; It offers us 

an area where microcontroller codes can be written, windows where you can get all kinds of information about 

these codes, utilities (USART Terminal, HID Terminal, GLCD Bitmap Editor etc.) and a very rich library. The 

MikroC library is both instructive and easy to use. 

 

1. Main Toolbar 

By the default layout, the first section of the Main Toolbar is dedicated to the creating, editing and deleting of 

the project. The second section is for adding files.  

The third one is concerned with saving options and printing. The fourth one is for building your project and 

starting the programmer. 

The fifth one is for managing the USART terminal, EEPROM editor tool, and other options. The sixth one is for 

layout features. 

The seventh one is for assembly, listings, and statistics. The eight one is for the Help file and the examples 

folder. 

The ninth and last section is History, for retracing your steps in the Code Editor. 

2. Code Explorer 

The Code Explorer is located at the top left corner of the screen. You can see a list of functions, web links, and 

active comments in the project you opened. 
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3. Project Settings 

In this section, you have the name of the device you are using, the frequency of the MCU clock and the 

Build/Debugger types. The frequency of the MCU clock determines the speed of the microcontroller. 

4. Messages 

In case that errors were encountered during compiling, the compiler will report them in the Message box, and 

won’t generate a hex file. The compiler also reports warnings, but these do not affect the output; only errors 

can interfere with the generation of a hex. 

5. Quick Convertor 

Makes translating from one form to another easy. For example from a decimal number to binary number. 

6. Code editor 

The Code Editor features adjustable Syntax Highlighting, Code Folding, Code Assistant, Parameters Assistant, 

Auto Correct for common typos and Code Templates (Auto Complete). 

7. Image Preview 

The image Preview box is located in the top right corner of the screen, by default. It shows the images of active 

links you have added in the comments section of the code. 

8. Project Manager 

The Project Manager is an IDE feature which allows you to manage multiple projects. It shows source and 

header files in each project. Several projects can be open at the same time, but only one of them may be active 

at one time. To set a project in an active mode you need to double click on the desired project in the Project 

Manager. 

9. Library Manager 

The Library Manager allows you to work with the libraries in a simple and easy way. The Library Manager 

window lists all libraries. The desirable library is added to the project by selecting the check box next to the 

library name. In order to have all library functions available, simply press the Check All button, and that’s it. 
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Creating Your First Project 

In this part of the guide, we will show you how to create your first project in the compiler, compile it and then 

test the results. 

First of all, you must have installed the MikroC Pro compiler on your computer. 

When you open the compiler select the New Project option from the Project menu. 

 

The New Project Wizard window will appear and easily guide you through the process of creating your 

project. 

A new window will appear asking you to choose whether you will be creating a Visual TFT project or a Standard 

project if you are using one of the followings compilers: PIC, dsPIC or FT90x. 
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The first thing we have to do is specify the general project information. Select the target microcontroller, it's 

operating frequency and the name of your project. 

 

The compiler will adjust the internal settings based on the information you have entered. The default 

configuration is suggested for you at the beginning. 

If you don't want to use the suggested path for storing your new project, you can change the destination folder.  

Enter the name of the project, depending on the type of project you will be working on.Set the Device clock. 

Clock speed depends on your target hardware. Make sure you specify the exact clock that the microcontroller 

is operating on. 

In the other window, if the electronic parts we will use are not found in the libraries (rare case), we can include 

the files in our project by clicking the Add button. 

This step allows you to quickly set whether you want to include all libraries in your project, or not. 

Even if all libraries are included, they will not consume any memory unless 

they are explicitly used from within your code. The main advantage of including all libraries is that you will 

have over 500 functions available to use in your code right away. These functions will be visible from Code 

Assistant [CTRL+Space]. The default configuration is the "Include All" option. 

When you are done click on the Finish button. 

Now the window where we will write our code appears on the screen. We cannot directly load the program 

we wrote into the microcontroller. We have to compile and generate the .hex code. 

Some shortcuts are recommended for this: 

Ctrl+Alt+G to Generate Code 

Ctrl + Shift + S to Save All files 

Ctrl + F9 to build generated code or Build option under Project Menu 

Ctrl + F11 build generated code and program to MCU 
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After the building process, the compiler creates .asm, .hex, .mcl and .lst files in the folder where the project is 

created. 
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WORKSHEET 1 
In this application, we will use the ports of the PIC18F4550 microcontroller as output. 

 

The circuit diagram of the application is given in the figure. Please design the circuit in Proteus program. Before 

compiling the MikroC program, do not forget to select the oscillator in the configuration settings. Since we use 

crystal as the oscillator in the circuit, “XT oscillator” should be selected from the window that appears by 

running the Project- Edit Project menu option. 

 

Application 1 

Turning on an LED diode connected to the RB0 pin of port B, 5 seconds after the program starts. 

void main () { 

 trisb.rb0 = 0 ; 

 portb.rb0 = 0 ; 

 delay_ms (5000) ; 

 portb.rb0 = 1 ; 

} 
 

Application 2 

Turning an LED diode connected to the RB0 pin of port B on and off at 1 second intervals. 

void main () { 

 trisb.rb0 = 0 ; 

 portb.rb0 = 0 ; 

 while (1)  

{ 
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portb.rb0 = 0 ; 

delay_ms (1000) ;  

  portb.rb0 = 1 ; 

delay_ms (1000) ; 

 } 

} 
 

Application 3 

Turning on and off 8 LED diodes connected to the PORTB  at 1-second intervals. 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

 

trisb = 0 ; 

 portb = 0 ; 

 while (1)  

{ 

portb = ~portb ; 

delay_ms (1000) ;  

 } 

} 

 

Application 4 

Binary up and down counter application up to 255 with 0.5 second intervals with 8 LED diodes 

connected to the PORTB  

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

trisb = 0 ; 

 portb = 0 ; 

 while (1)  

{ 

do { 

portb++ ; 

delay_ms (500) ;  

  } while ( portb < 255 ) ; 

  delay_ms (2000) ; 

 do { 

portb-- ; 

delay_ms (500) ;  

  } while ( portb > 0 ) ; 
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delay_ms (2000) ; 

} 

} 

 

Application 5 

A programme created by sequential flashing of 8 LED diodes connected to PORTB. 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

trisb = 0 ; 

 portb = 0 × 01 ; 

 while (1)  

{ 

while ( portb < 0 × 80 )  { 

delay_ms (200) ;  

portb = portb << 1 ; 

  }  

while ( portb > 0 × 01 ) { 

   delay_ms (200) ; 

portb = portb >> 1 ; 

} 

} 

} 
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WORKSHEET 2 

In this worksheet, we will use the ports of the PIC18F4550 microcontroller as inputs. 

 

With the BUTTON connected to the RD0 pin of the D port, the LED diodes connected to the RB port are 

controlled. The button connected to the RD0 button is designed to give Logic-1 when pressed with a pull-down 

resistor. In the program, all of port B is oriented as output, and RD0 pin of port D is oriented as input. 

 

Application 1 

A programme that changes the state of 8 LED diodes connected to the PORTB when the button is 

pressed. 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

trisb = 0 × 00 ; 

 portb = 0 × 0F ; 

trisd.rd0 = 1 ; 

 portd.rd0 = 0 ;  

while (1)  

{ 

if ( portd.rd0 )  { 

portb = ~portb ;  

while (portd.rd0 ) ; 

  }  

} 

} 
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Application 2 

Each time the button is pressed, the value of PORTB is increased by one. So binary up counter application. 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

trisb = 0 ; 

 portb = 0 ; 

trisd.rd0 = 1 ; 

 portd.rd0 = 0 ;  

while (1)  

{ 

if ( portd.rd0 )  { 

portb++ ;  

while (portd.rd0 ) ; 

  }  

} 

} 

 

Application 3 

A programme that has a value of 1 loaded in PORTB and shifts the value in PORTB one left each time 

a button is pressed. 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

trisb = 0 ; 

 portb = 0 ; 

trisd.rd0 = 1 ; 

 portd.rd0 = 0 ;  

while (1)  

{ 

if ( portd.rd0 )  { 

portb <<= 1 ;  

while (portd.rd0 ) ; 

  }  

} 

} 
 

while ( portd.rd0 ) ; With this command line, an empty loop is created as long as the RD0 pin is logic 1. This is 

because it is 200 ms. Thus, contact debouncing is prevented. 
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WORKSHEET 3 

In this worksheet, we will apply 0-9 counters with 7 Segment Displays. 

 

 

In this circuit, 7 segment display with common cathode is connected to PORTB. The link of the pins is below, 

 

NUMBER 
null g f e d c b a 

BIN HEX 
RB7 RB6 RB5 RB4 RB3 RB2 RB1 RB0 

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0b00111111 0x3F 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0b00000110 0x06 

2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0b01011011 0x5B 

3 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0b01001111 0x4F 

4 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0b01100110 0x66 

5 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0b01101101 0x6D 

6 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0b01111101 0x7D 

7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0b00000111 0x07 

8 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0b01111111 0x7F 

9 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0b01101111 0x6F 
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Application 1 

The data in the table are in MikroC program; It will be used as an array and will be sent to PORTB within a 

specified time and one after the other. 

The data to be sent to the display with the const char display [10] command line is defined as a fixed 

character type array in the memory. 

const char display [10] = {   0b00111111, 

    0b00000110, 

    0b01011011, 

    0b01001111, 

    0b01100110, 

    0b01101101, 

    0b01111101, 

    0b00000111, 

    0b01111111, 

    0b01101111   } ; 

unsigned short i = 0; 

 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

trisb = 0 ; 

 portb = 1 ; 

while (1)  

{ 

portb = display [ i ] ;  

i++ ;  

delay_ms (500 ) ; 

  if ( i > 9 ) i = 0 ;  

} 
}  

 

Application 2 

0-9 up and then 9-0 down counter programme. 

const char display [10] = { 0x3F, 0x06, 0x5B, 0x4F, 0x66, 0x6D, 0x7D, 0x07, 0x7F, 0x6F } ; 
unsigned short i = 9; 

 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

trisb = 0 ; 

 portb = 1 ; 

while (1)  

{ 
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for ( i = 0; i < 10 ; i++ ) 

{ 

portb = display [ i ] ;  

delay_ms (500 ) ; 

  } 

 for ( i = 10; i > 0 ; i-- ) 

{ 

portb = display [ i - 1] ;  

delay_ms (500 ) ; 

  } 

 

} 
}  

 

Application 3 

In this programme, 7 segment display will be used as up-down counter thanks to the buttons connected to the 

RC0 and RC1 pins of the C port and the 7448 common cathode display driver integrated to the B port. Less pins 

of the microcontroller are used with the 7448 IC. In addition, MikroC codes are simpler.  

 

#define artir  PORTC.RC0 

#define azalt PORTC.RC1 

short  display = 0 ; 

 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 
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 CMCON l= 7 ; 

trisb = 0 ; 

 portb = 0 ; 

trisc = 0 ×03 ; 

 portc = 0 ; 

while ( 1)  

 { 

  if  (!artir) 

  { 

   display++ ; 

   while (!artir) ; 

  } 

  if (!azalt) 

  { 

   display-- ; 

   while (!azalt) ; 

  } 

  if ( (display > 9 ) | (display < 0) ) display  = 0 ; 

  portb = display ; 

  } 

} 
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WORKSHEET 4 

In this worksheet, we will make an LCD application with HD44780 processor, which is widely used in the 

industrial technologic market. 

 

 

Connections seen in the diagram must be properly defined in MikroC codes. Attention should be paid to the 

inputs and outputs. In addition, infinite loop is not used in this program. Because the data sent to the LCD stays 

as long as the LCD RAM has energy. 

 

#define sil portb.rb5 

#define yaz portb.rb6 

#define sola portb.rb7 

 

sbit LCD_RS at RD2_bit ; 

sbit LCD_EN at RD3_bit ; 

sbit LCD_D4 at RD4_bit ; 

sbit LCD_D5 at RD5_bit ; 

sbit LCD_D6 at RD6_bit ; 

sbit LCD_D7 at RD7_bit ; 

sbit LCD_RS_Direction at TRISD2_bit ; 

sbit LCD_EN_Direction at TRISD3_bit ; 

sbit LCD_D4_Direction at TRISD4_bit ; 

sbit LCD_D5_Direction at TRISD5_bit ; 

sbit LCD_D6_Direction at TRISD6_bit ; 

sbit LCD_D7_Direction at TRISD7_bit ; 

void main () { 
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 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 0×07 ; 

 Lcd_Init () ; 

 Lcd_Cmd (_LCD_CURSOR_OFF) ; 

 Lcd_Cmd(_LCD_CLEAR) ; 

 Lcd_Out (1, 3,  “Erasmus+”) ; 

 Lcd_Out (2,  1, “IQinDIGIT”= ; 

 For ( ; ; ) 

 { 

  if (sil) LCD_Cmd ( _LCD_CLEAR) ; 

  if (yaz) { 

   Lcd_Out (1,  2,  “Merhaba” ) ; 

   Lcd_Out (2,  2,  “ Dunya” ) ;   

  } 

  if (sola) { 

   LCD_Cmd (_LCD_SHIFT_RIGHT) ; 

   while (sola) ; 

  }  

 } 

} 
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WORKSHEET 5 

The most important feature of microcontrollers is that they have internal hardware timers. These are called 

TIMERs. TIMER can be used as a timer or counter. How many counters will there be may vary depending on 

the microcontroller model. Each TIMER can generate a INTERRUPT to occur situations. There are 4 TIMERs in 

the microcontroller we use. We will use the Timer0 module here. This module can work as 8/16 bit. It has 

features such as prescaler with 8-bit software, clock source selection, external clock signal edge selection, 

interrupt generation. The Timer0 hardware unit has the T0CON register to configure its operations. 

 

Application 1 

It is the practice of using Timer0 as a timer. It will be used as 8 bits. Timer0 is set to read an interrupt every 

5017.6 μs. A 20 Mhz crystal oscillator is used. The interrupt time depends on the prescaler ratio and the default 

value loaded into the TMR0L. 

 

 

 

unsigned cnt; 

void interrupt () { 

 if (TMR0 IF_bit) { 

  cnt++; 

  TMR0L = 158; 

  TMR0 IF_bit = 0 ; 

 } 
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} 

void main () { 

 ADCON1 l= 0×0F ; 

 CMCON l= 7 ; 

 cnt = 0 ; 

 TRISB = 0 ; 

 PORTB = 0×FF ; 

 T0CON = 0×C7 ; 

 INTCON = 0×C0 ; 

 TMR0IE_bit = 1 ; 

 do { 

  if (cnt >= 100 ) { 

  PORTB = ~PORTB ; 

  cnt = 0 ; 

  } 

 } while (1) ; 

} 

 

fcommand= Microcontroller Oscillator Frequency / 4 = 20 Mhz / 4 = 5 Mhz 

 

Tcommand = 1 / fkomut = 1 / 5Mhz = 0,2 ×10-6 = 0,2 μs 

 

Interrupt Time = Tcommand × Prescaler rate ×(256 – TMR0 default value) 

  = 0,2 μs × 256 × ( 256 -158 ) 

  = 51.2 μs ×98 

  = 5017,6 μs 

 

PORTB Time to change state  = Interrupt Tıme × 100 

     = 5,0176ms × 100 

     = 501,76 ms 
 

 

 

References: 

MikroC PRO Complier Quick Start Guide 

MikroC and PIC18F4550, Hikmet ŞAHİN, K.Serkan DEDEOĞLU 

https://www.microchip.com/ 

https://www.mikroe.com/ 

https://www.labcenter.com 

https://www.microchip.com/
https://www.mikroe.com/
https://www.labcenter.com/
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